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We present a 2MP CMOS image 

sensor that achieves a row time of 

2.75µs by interleaving the pixel opera-

tions of three rows. A per-column sense-

amplifier in combination with partial 

transfer allows comparing the pixel 

charge to a threshold and enabling con-

ditional read. The fast row time enables 

implementation of 4x temporal over-

sampling with overlapping exposures at 

80 oversampled frames (320 subframes) 

per second. This is equivalent to 30 

temporally oversampled frames (120 

subframes) per second in a 12MP sen-

sor. Row address interleaving within a 

rolling shutter enables efficient imple-

mentation of any sequence of over-

sampled frame durations and exposure 

time selection. 

I. Introduction 

The dynamic range of a CMOS image 

sensor is normally limited by the full well 

capacity of its pixels. 

 Fig. 1. Pixel circuit. The reset gate RG, row 

select RS, pinned photo diode and the transfer 

gate connecting the photo diode to the floating 

diffusion FD are the same as in a conventional 

4-transistor pixel. The transfer gate is however 

not directly connected to the row parallel sig-

nal TGr. It is connected through a switch con-

trolled by a column parallel signal TGc, there-

by enabling per pixel control of the transfer. 

The dynamic range is too low for many 

applications, especially for sensors with 

small pixels typically used for mobile de-

vices. Some of us (Vogelsang, Guidash et 

al.) have proposed a conditional over-

sampling technique that increases the dy-

namic range by oversampling brightly il-

luminated pixels without affecting the 

sampling of pixels with weak illumination 

[1, 2]. A detailed description of the theo-

retical background of our approach is out-

side of the scope of this paper. It can be 

found in [2] together with an analysis of 

how our approach compares to other pre-

vious approaches found in literature. 

 

Fig. 2. Electrostatic potential. For 

below threshold illumination a) the partially 

turned-on transfer gate does not lower the po-

tential barrier enough to transfer charge from 

the photo diode to the floating diffusion. Dif-

ferently for above-threshold illumination b) the 

partially turned-on transfer gate transfers 

charge from the photo diode to the floating 

diffusion. This charge is detected by circuits 

outside of the pixel array, thereby triggering a 

full turn-on of the transfer gate. 

Implementing our approach requires 

both fast row times and row scheduling 

that uses all available row time slots inde-

pendent of the choice of relative subframe 

duration (sampling policy) and exposure 

time. 

II. Theory of Operation 

To achieve these targets we have im-

plemented interleaving of row operations 

both on a micro-level (sequence of signals 

to pixel, sample and hold and ADC) and 
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on a macro-level (row addresses within a 

rolling shutter frame). We demonstrate 

these capabilities with a 2MP sensor de-

signed to achieve a speed of operation suf-

ficient for 4x oversampling of a sensor 

with 3,000 rows and 30 oversampled 

frames (120 subframes) per second. 

The oversampling approach adds a 

threshold comparison to the sequence of a 

single row operation. It requires a pixel 

design which allows disabling the transfer 

of charge from the photo diode to the 

floating diffusion depending on the result 

of the threshold comparison. Figures 1 and 

2 [3] illustrate the concept. 

 

Fig. 3. Overlapping row operations. Each 

fill pattern represents a different row. The 

three horizontal bands in the figure refer to the 

three overlapping state machines running the 

row operation. The state machines share a 

sample-and-hold capacitor pair for the thresh-

old comparison but have each their dedicated 

capacitor pair for the ADC conversion. The 

total duration of a row operation (floating dif-

fusion reset – RST, sample and hold of reset – 

SHR, transfer gate operation with partial trans-

fer voltage - part TX, sample and hold of par-

tial transfer signal – part SHS, transfer gate 

operation for full transfer – full TX, sample 

and hold of full transfer signal – full SHS and 

ADC conversion) is three times the effective 

row time. At each point in time the row paral-

lel pixel signals, the column parallel pixel sig-

nals and the ADC are only used by one row, so 

there is no conflict. 

The total time needed for a row opera-

tion from the reset of the floating diffusion 

to the ADC conversion is nearly three 

times longer than the desired row time of 

2.75µs. Figure 3 shows how three banks of 

sample and hold capacitors can be inter-

leaved to achieve the target speed of oper-

ation and Figure 4 shows a block diagram 

of the architecture. 

The macro-level interleaving is shown 

in Fig. 5. The photo diode reset and four 

read shutters for four subframes are rolled 

concurrently and overlapping. Four con-

secutive row times are reserved for the 

four subframes. Since each row time is 

assigned to a specific subframe, the dura-

tion sequence of subframes can be adjust-

ed as desired. The reset and the four reads 

have independent row address pointers. 

 

Fig. 4. Column circuit block diagram. One 

stripe of 48 columns width is shown in the 

block diagram. There are four banks of sample 

and hold capacitors, one to store the charge for 

the threshold comparison and three to store 

charge for ADC conversion. The sample and 

hold capacitors and the comparators are im-

plemented per column; the PGA and a SAR 

ADC are shared between 48 columns. 

III. Hardware Results 

The hardware results below reflect the 

status of hardware testing at the time of 

submission of this text. Characterization 

has only started and is far from complete. 

Further results will be part of the slide set 

at the conference. 

A photograph of the frontside of the die 

is shown in Fig. 6. The pixel array is 1920 

x 1080 plus overhead with 1.4um pixels in 

a TSMC 65nm BSI CIS technology.  The 

readout architecture is per-column com-

parators for the threshold assessment, per 

48 columns PGA and 12 bit SAR ADC.  

The readout includes logic and memory to 

reduce power by suppressing conversion 

of pixels that are under threshold or satu-

rated. Conventional readout (no over-

sampling) will run at 384 fps. 
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Fig. 5. Rolling shutter timing. The dotted green lines denote the rolling photo diode reset, the dotted 

blue lines the conditional reads with threshold comparison and the solid black lines the final uncondi-

tional read at the end of a frame. Simultaneous and overlapping operation of all four subframe reads is 

achieved by rolling packets of four consecutive subframe reads as shown in the insert. One independent 

reset and four read row pointers are used to implement this functionality. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Die photograph of the sensor front 

side showing main characteristics. The die 

contains two copies of the chip with identical 

periphery circuitry and two pixel variants. 

The row and control logic of the test 

chip is implemented on an FPGA. It is 

therefore possible to trace the digital sig-

nals to the test chip by using Xilinx Chip-

Scope™. Fig. 7 shows the traces of the 

signals to the die for a non-interleaved 

timing. The sequence of operations of 

floating diffusion reset, row select to read 

the reset level, partial transfer, row select 

to send the partial transfer level to the 

sense-amplifiers and full transfer can be 

seen. At the end of the sequence of opera-

tions for one row is a time slot for a photo 

diode reset of a different row to start inte-

gration of that row. The use of set and 

clear signals to control TG, RG and RS 

requires holding row addresses only dur-

ing the assertion of set and clear, not dur-

ing the whole row time, and thereby ena-

bles overlaying commands to different 

rows as shown in Fig. 3. This functionality 

is necessary to enable row interleaving. 
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Fig. 7. Xilinx ChipScope™ snapshot of signals from the control and row circuitry on the FPGA to 

the test chip. In our implementation the MSB of the row address are given as address ROWADD while 

ROWADDSHARE is a one-hot selector between the four transfer gates sharing the same floating dif-

fusion. Transfer gate TG, reset gate RG and row select RS are controlled by set and clear signals. The 

transfer gate is switched to the voltage for partial transfer when TGPARTSET is asserted prior to as-

serting TGSET. 

 

Fig. 8 shows an oscilloscope trace of 

the pixel output line of one column. The 

row time is 2.72µs. The times of CDS re-

set (RST), read of the reset level to the 

sample and hold bank (SHR), transfer gate 

operation (TG) and read of the signal level 

to the sample and hold bank (SHS). 

 

 

Fig. 8. Oscilloscope trace of the pixel out-

put line of one column. The row time is 

2.72µs. 

This trace goes to zero in the second 

half of the row time as the source follower 

bias current is turned off during that time. 

In the timing variant with conditional reset 

TG and SHS will be moved into this free 

time to allow time for the sense-amplifier 

to assess the charge from partial transfer 

as described in Fig. 2. 
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